
when time matters



Minimalistic wristwatches and wall clocks and 
assempled by hand in Denmark. The simple design 
shows time and nothing else – because time matters



Wall clocks
Our collection of wall clocks that have been created based 
on a proud Danish design tradition that combines form 
and functionality. 
 
The form is a minimalistic design that appears pure and 
simple with clean lines. The most important task of a clock 
is to show what time it is. The seconds hand of the clock 
has been omitted and this means that the ticking sound 
has also been removed – instead, time flows soundlessly. 
It is the now that matters, and we need to spend the time 
we have on something meaningful. 

The colours are inspired by Nordic nature with shades of 
green, beige, blue and delicate rose colours that creates a 
sense of calm and works well with any interior design.



Light oak
Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm
 
A simple wall clock with a minimalistic 
expression. The round clock face is laser 
cut from light oak which fits nicely into 
a modern Nordic home. Every single 
clock is completely unique, as the veins 
in the wood are different in each clock. 
Select a clock in light oak if you want a 
simple and discrete expression and let 
the hands of the clock stand out against 
the light clock face depending on what 
combination of colours you choose. 
You can select the basic colour and the 
colours of the clock hands.

black cobber gold silver



Dark oak
Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm
 
A beautiful and simple wall clock with a 
round clock face cut from dark oak. The 
veins are clearly visible and vary from 
clock to clock, so each one is completely 
unique. The dark wood of the clock is 
a great match for any modern Nordic 
home and adds character to the wall. 
You can select the colour of the clock 
hands that you want to combine with 
the dark wood, depending on how much 
you want the clock hands to stand out.

black cobber gold silver



Gunpowder

sølv

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm
 
This wall clock made from black 
flecked wood has a raw, yet elegant 
expression. The round clock face 
made from coloured MDF is a great 
match for most modern Nordic homes 
with its minimalistic design.  
 
The black, matt and smooth surface 
and the interplay of colours can be 
matched with all of our clock hands so 
that you can either have a clean, black 
look or a warm or more neutral look.

black cobber gold silver



Dark Oak – small 
Ø12 cm

A small and practical table clock that is the perfect 
match for a shelf, bedside table or kitchen. Its small size 
means that it will be a good fit for virtually all homes. The 
clock face is cut from dark oak veneer and every clock 
is completely unique as the veins of the wood vary from 
clock to clock.  
 
The clock comes with a practical clock holder made 
from the same wood and you can choose which clock 
hands you want to use with the clock depending on how 
prominently you want them to appear on the clock face.

black cobber gold silver



Light Oak – small 

black cobber gold silver

Ø12 cm

A small and practical table clock that is 
the perfect match for a shelf, bedside 
table or kitchen. Its small size means 
that it will be a good fit for virtually all 
homes. The clock face is cut from light 
oak and every clock is completely unique 
as the veins of the wood vary from clock 
to clock.  
 
The clock comes with a practical clock 
holder made from the same wood and 
you can choose which clock hands you 
want to use with the clock depending 
on how prominently you want them to 
appear on the clock face.



Conifer Dark Oak

sølvsølvsølvsølv

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm

A sub-layer of dark oak veneer and a 
surface of dark green linoleum with 
carved-out hour indicators underscores 
this wall clock’s discrete design style. 
The minimalistic expression is a good 
match for any modern home. Select 
which clock hands you want to use 
depending on how much you want them 
to stand out on the clock face. 

black cobber gold silver



Smokey Blue 
Dark Oak

sølvsølvsølvsølvsølv

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm

A simple and toned down wall clock 
in subdued colours. The dark blue 
linoleum which is glued to the dark 
oak veneer clock face provides a warm 
expression. Together with the classic yet 
minimalistic design and whatever clock 
hands you choose for it, the clock will be 
a good match for most modern homes.

black cobber gold silver



Burgundy 
Dark Oak

sølvsølv

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm 

A simple wall clock with a minimalistic 
design. The expression is a good match 
for the Nordic design style. The dark 
clock face made from oak veneer works 
together with the warm Bordeaux red 
linoleum to add character to the clock 
and the twelve hour indicators are 
discretely highlighted. Match with clock 
hands in the colours that you prefer and 
decide for yourself how much you want 
them to stand out.

black cobber gold silver



Nero Dark Oak

sølv

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm 

The wall clock’s minimalistic design 
achieves a very calm expression with 
a background of dark oak veneer 
covered with black linoleum. The wood 
adds warmth to the black linoleum 
with carved-out hour indicators and 
the round clock face’s character is 
determined by which clock hands you 
want to use with it.

black cobber gold silver



Powder Dark Oak

sølvsølv

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm 

A classic round wall clock with a simple 
expression. The clock face itself is cut 
from dark oak veneer and covered with 
dusty rose linoleum which creates a 
beautiful contrast and lets the hour 
indicators stand out clearly. Match with 
clock hands of your choice and get a wall 
clock that is a great fit for the modern 
Nordic interior design style.

black cobber gold silver



Nero Oak

sølvsølvsølv

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm 

A simple and minimalistic wall clock in 
monochrome colours. The very light 
oak veneer are in sharp contrast to the 
black linoleum with carved-out hour 
indicators that really stand out.  
 
The classic round black clock face gives 
an exclusive expression and can be 
combined with clock hands in gold or 
copper to add warmth to the wood or 
with clock hands in black or silver to 
keep it subdued.

black cobber gold silver



Powder Light Oak

sølvsølvsølvsølv

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm 

A light, minimalistic and Nordic 
expression. This wall clock with its 
bright sub-layer of oak veneer and 
its dusty rose linoleum surface with 
carved-out hour indicators is the very 
essence of simplicity. Select either 
matching or contrasting colours and let 
them determine the final expression of 
the clock.

black cobber gold silver



Smokey Blue Oak

sølvsølvsølvsølvsølv

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm 

A dusty blue wall clock with a linoleum 
surface and a background of light oak 
veneer is a beautiful combination of light 
and dark. The cut-out time indicators 
are clearly visible and by adding either 
dark or light clock hands, you can easily 
adjust the clock to match your interior 
design style.

black cobber gold silver



Conifer Oak

sølvsølvsølvsølvsølvsølvsølv

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm 

The light oak veneer and the dark 
green linoleum clock face are great 
contrast to each other and they allow 
the clock hands to be clearly visible. 
The round shape and the simple design 
are a great match to most modern 
Nordic homes. Let the clock hands add 
the final touch to whatever expression 
you are looking for.

black cobber gold silver



Burgundy Oak

sølvsølv

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm 

A minimalistic and simple wall clock. 
The round clock face of light oak veneer 
as a background covered with warm 
Bordeaux red linoleum really gets the 
clock’s hour indicators to stand out. The 
contrast between wood and linoleum 
adds a lot of character to the clock. 
Choose between clock hands in silver, 
gold, black or copper depending on what 
style you prefer.

black cobber gold silver



Really Blue

sølvsølv

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm 

The blue wall clock is made from a 
core of recycled hospital textiles with a 
surface from Kvadrat’s waste production 
of furniture fabric. The design is 
minimalistic and simple and suits most 
modern homes.

black cobber gold silver



Really Creme

sølvsølv

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm 

The cream-colored clock with a simple 
expression is made from recycled 
hospital textiles, and the surface is 
upcycled from Kvadrat’s production 
waste of furniture fabric. Add texture to 
the home with the soft, cream-colored 
surface that illuminates the wall.

black cobber gold silver



Shape Caqui

sølvsølv

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm 

Shape Caqui is made of the hard-wearing and 
resistant material Valchromat. Valchromat is 
made from wood fibres, and is processed with 
a resin treatment, which makes the product 
resistant and is considered 30% stronger than 
similar products. Only organic dyes are used to 
color the product in the beautiful light green 
colour.

black cobber gold silver



Shape Yellow

sølvsølv

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm 

Shape Yellow is made of the hard-wearing and resistant 
material Valchromat. Valchromat is made from wood 
fibres, and is processed with a resin treatment, which 
makes the product resistant and is considered 30% 
stronger than similar products. Only organic dyes are 
used to color the product in the beautiful yellow colour.

black cobber gold silver



Shape White Grey

sølvsølv

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm 

Shape White Gray is made of the durable and resistant 
material Valchromat. Valchromat is made from wood 
fibres, and is processed with a resin treatment, which 
makes the product resistant and is considered 30% 
stronger than similar products. Only organic dyes are 
used to dye the product in the stylish gray colour.

black cobber gold silver



Shape Chocolate

sølvsølvsort kobber guld sølvblack cobber gold silver

Ø28 cm / Ø38 cm

Shape Chocolate is made of the durable and resistant 
material Valchromat. Valchromat is made from wood 
fibres, and is processed with a resin treatment, which 
makes the product resistant and is considered 30% 
stronger than similar products. Only organic dyes are 
used to color the product in the warm grey/brown 
colour.



Graham unisex 
collection
With The Graham Collection, you can customise your 
watch to match you and your style. Start with your 
favourite watch face – choose between Conifer, Smokey 
Blue or Warm Grey. You can then add your favourite 
watch strap in black leather, vintage cognac or taupe 
nylon. The watch strap is easy to replace, so you will have 
the opportunity to buy an additional strap which will allow 
you to make more variants of the same watch.



Smokey Blue
A dark blue clock face with a frame of bamboo or walnut wood 
exudes a warm, sophisticated and nordic expression. The watch is 
available with three different watch straps – black leather, vintage 
cognac or taupe nylon. You can easily replace the watch strap, 
theis makes it easy to create multiple expressions with the same 
watch. The watch has a diameter of 40 mm and is water resistant 
(up to 3 atm). The works of the watch is made from Japanese 
quartz.



Smokey Blue Walnut Smokey Blue Fair

taupe nylon steel meshvintage cognacblack leathertaupe nylonvintage cognacblack leather



Conifer
A small and elegant unisex wristwatch with a nordic 
minimalistic design. The clock frame is made from bamboo 
or walnut wood and the interplay with the dark green 
watch face gives it a unique character. Match it with a strap 
in your favourite colour and material – choose between 
black leather, vintage cognac leather or taupe nylon. The 
strap is easy to replace, therefore you can buy an extra 
strap and have multiple variants of your watch. The watch 
has a diameter of 40 mm and is water resistant (up to 3 
atm). The works of the watch is made from Japanese quartz.



black leather taupe nylon steel meshvintage cognacblack leathertaupe nylonvintage cognac



Warm grey
“Graham” warm grey is an elegant, unisex Nordic 
wristwatch with a diameter of 40mm. The light grey 
watch face works together with a frame in walnut wood 
to provide a sophisticated and elegant expression. You 
can choose your favourite watch strap to go with the 
watch – you can choose between black leather, vintage 
cognac leather and taupe nylon. The works of the watch 
is made from Japanese quartz and is water resistant (up 
to 3 atm).



taupe nylon steel meshvintage cognacblack leathertaupe nylonvintage cognacblack leather



#timematters
Followers and influencers are encouraged to share content with 

#timematters along with #hemverk @hemverk

www.hemverk.comwww.hemverk.com
hello@hemverk.com / + 45 5060 9102


